
CUSTOMER PROFILE
A global leader in the packaging and  
paper industry.

CHALLENGE 
A large containerboard mill required a 
better way to manage gasket issues during 
its annual outages. Maintenance workers 
were slowing their progress by stopping 
periodically to search for gaskets or cut 
them. The process caused essential per-
sonnel to be pulled from important tasks, 
wasted inventory and threatened misappli-
cation of gasket material.

SOLUTION 
Lewis-Goetz provided the mill with two 
workers dedicated solely to cutting gaskets 
during the outage. This freed up mainte-
nance personnel to work on equipment, 
reduced surplus inventory and eliminated 
the possibility of misapplying the material.

SAVINGS 
 ▪ $ 16,250

OTHER BENEFITS 
 ▪ Cost reduction

FURTHER COMMENTS 
Lewis-Goetz saved the mill $16,250 by re-
ducing inventory and 100 hours of labour 
over six days. Savings also resulted in 
eliminating the possibility of gasket-related 
failure.

Customer : Packaging company
Product group : Gaskets
Market : Primary industry 
  (paper and pulp)
Application : On site services   
Savings : $ 16,250

CASE STUDY  |  VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY
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LEWIS-GOETZ DELIVERS ON SITE WORKERS 
DURING OUTAGE AND SAVES $ 16,250      
Maintaining progress
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Maintaining progress 

Challenge

A large containerboard mill required a better way  

to manage gasket issues during its annual outages. 

Maintenance workers were slowing their progress by 

stopping periodically to search for gaskets or cut them.

The process caused essential personnel to be pulled 

from important tasks, wasted inventory and threatened  

misapplication of gasket material. 

Solution

Lewis-Goetz provided the mill with two workers  

dedicated solely to cutting gaskets during the outage. 

This freed up maintenance personnel to work on equipment, reduced surplus inventory and  

eliminated the possibility of misapplying the material.

Bottom Line

Lewis-Goetz saved the mill $16,250  

by reducing inventory and 100 

hours of labor over six days.  

Savings also resulted from  

eliminating the possibility of  

gasket-related failure. 
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Case Study
Vendor Managed Inventory

Lewis-Goetz was on site during the  

customer’s outage, saving them $16,250 

in reduced labor and excess inventory.
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